SIMON LEWTY
Art First is delighted to present for the first time Simon Lewty’s rare drawing of 1988 - Badly Frightened because it seems to have a particular resonance with the strangeness of Covid-19.
It was completed soon after his major exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery in 1986, which launched his career.
The exhibition guide was written by the notable critic Stuart Morgan and is published in full in The Self as a
Stranger, the 2010 monograph on five decades of work (Black Dog Publishing.) The following extracts offer
Morgan’s perfect pitch observations of Lewty’s unique slightly Surreal work:
‘It is hard to know what to think about the figures in a Simon Lewty drawing. Half child half dirigible, they float
untethered around the picture space, like single-celled animals which rotate around their own axes. Arms and
legs are in short supply. And they have no identifiable expressions. Common politeness makes us regard them
as victims of their own passivity. These infant zeppelins elicit a single response: deep sadness as muffled and
unspecific as their predicament itself…….
Even the elements of a Lewty drawing are quite different in kind. Paper has been marked and rubbed in a way
Joan Miró did, as a means of unleashing inspiration. Unlike Miró, Lewty writes invented words as quickly as
possible over the surface. They look and sound like words but never are. Nor do they fit together to make sense.
In quite different calligraphy are the passages of prose. It would be going too far to call them ‘narrative’; events
never seem to reach climaxes, nor do plots of characters emerge. There are only nameless figures in particular
settings. In longer passages the confusion may be heightened by interruptions other, different texts have been
introduced…….
There are direct historical allusions; the interpolation of capitals in the prose recalls eighteenth-century
typography, while the rendition of animals in particular looks back to Medieval models. Yet the entire effect is
of liberation from history. While half-human buried forms resembling specimens from textbooks of marine
biology are reminiscent of fossils, the same drawing may include the latest fashions or in one case, a television
set.’

Badly Frightened, 1988, ink &
pencil crayon on paper 20 x 115cm
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Lewty’s mastery of the calligraphic, the palimpsest, graffiti and scripts of many kinds is inevitably matched by
his own poetic content. He is a writer, and his art, his chosen ‘mark’ is writing. His recent, 21st Century,
discovery of Thomas Shelton’s 17thC system of shorthand – Tachygraphy - provided a written surface after his
own heart, beautiful, but opaque as to its meaning. In fact it had been used by Samuel Pepys in his famous
diary covering life in London during the Plague of 1665, followed by the great Fire in 1666. Lewty taught himself
this now obscure system and began a series of drawings which reflect its mysterious beauty, seen here in
Notations of a Script from a Phonetic Play, 2012.

Notations of a Script for a Phonetic Play I,
2012,acrylic and graphite 46.5.x.56cm

“The word ‘tachygraphy’ muses Lewty, ‘seemed in a crazy way to invite a link with the tachisme of our own
time: the two words share a root. Shelton and Pepys meet Hartung and Michaux! Art and Literature......”
“This is work that makes demands on us, and at the same time opens up an intimate inter-subjective space of
encounter. It may resemble a notary’s agreement, summons, legal title or claim…… It may be coded into historic
forms of shorthand or handwriting styles that only paleographers can read. But look again: Lewty’s words can
equally open out with almost complete limpidity......The words frequently tell of everyday experiences, that are
being related to us in as straightforward a way as possible. It is precisely in the shifts between obscurity and
directness in his work that such unexpected power can be found.”
Ian Hunt shares these insights in his essay for Lewty’s 2016 exhibition, The SIGNificance of Writing at the
Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum.
His unusual place in art history is amply inscribed in several publications. Key regional museums in
England (including Birmingham, Leamington Spa, Wolverhampton, Worcester, Stoke-on-Trent,
Leeds, Preston) hold his work and in London his drawings are in the collections of the British
Museum, the Victoria & Albert Museum and the Arts Council of Great Britain. In the USA he has
strong representation in the Sackner Archive of Visual and Concrete Poetry.
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JACK MILROY
Renaissance Motorway, 1998 (after Pollaiuolo) 80 x 50 cm, is a torn and reconstructed map of Italy,
collaged around an ‘internal sea’ which is shaped as a silhouette profile after Antonio del Pollaiuolo’s
Renaissance Portrait of a Woman, c 1465, in the State Museum, Berlin.

Milroy’s developments within different series of work over five decades consistently demonstrate the
range and calibre of his ideas alongside the constant testing, teasing, thoughtful approach to the
codification of knowledge, and the products as well as the art of the times in which we live.

Renaissance Motorway, 1998, torn and
reconstructed map, 80 x 50cm

Antonio del Pollaiuolo, Portrait of a
Woman 1465, State Museum Berlin
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He is a man of verbal as well as visual witticisms, and has been from the very outset of his practice. There is
brevity and subversion too: he takes his scalpel to the page, or to a printed image, setting things free, revealing
them, or re-ordering them according to his own concept. His irreverent wit reveals him to be a wry surrealist
commentator, but one with a steady purpose and intellect, and a great virtuosic facility.
‘I have called Jack a Conceptual Artist, which in truth he is, in that his work is led by the informing idea. Yet here
lies an irony: for what results, far from being thus predetermined, always has to it, even so, a quality of surprise
and inconsequentiality that is the character of surrealism. So is he, then, a Surrealist too? Who is to say? The
visual puns and bizarre conjunctions might suggest as much: but Jack himself has always resisted such close
description, and so should we. He is just a true artist, which is the greater compliment. ‘
William Packer February 2015
Milroy’s work is held in many public collections including the Victoria & Albert Museum, the British Library, the
Imperial War Museum and the Government Art Collection.
For further information visit www.artfirst.co.uk to view a more extensive illustrated PDF of Milroy’s work.
You may like to see a copy of his book CUT OUT covering five decades of work, published by Black Dog
Publishing with Art First in 2016, with essays by Dame Antonia Byatt, Philip Hensher, Andrew Lambirth, Simon
Morley and William Packer.

Financial Times 21 March 2015, Critic’s Choice Jackie Wullschlager.
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KATE MCCRICKARD
Alice Reading, 2020
‘All the paintings are derived from sketches made after life in transit, on the beach, in a local café, at the
menagerie. I work up fugitive line sketches into paintings in the studio, leaving space for imagination and
memory to inform choices of colour and form. The subjects may seem disparate, but these are all people
displayed on different stages, sometimes busy and in action like the Sanders and the Monkeys, sometimes still
like Alice Reading.
I’m in a constant battle between abstraction and figuration; I avoid depth of field and look for the balance of an
animated line drawn in paint that works like a lariat around and through passages of tone. I often think of
Bonnard and his images of people who aren't really doing anything. Mine are active, but his dictum that it is not
a matter of painting life, but a matter of giving life to painting – is one I hold dear.’
(Kate McCrickard, December 2020)

Alice Reading 2020, oil on
canvas, 73 x 92cm
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Sanders 2020, oil on
canvas, 81 x 100cm

Working in Paris, in Arcachon beside the sea or in the country in Rouvray, McCrickard adopts a catholic
approach to what might hang on the walls. Subject and media jostle for attention in a deliberate working
against repetition and a conscious looking back to an older art world where style was not the subject, and
image - making was simply a way of attending to the world. The images shown here are oil on canvas, but
drawing is central to her practice, feeding into the paintings, or becoming offset drawings, worked up as
monoprints with hand painted sections. Alice Reading and Sanders were both completed in Arcachon and are
supported by line sketches, illustrated here.
McCrickard was awarded an MA Honours Degree in Fine Art at the University of Edinburgh in 1998, and for 4
years was a Director of David Krut Projects in New York. She lives and works in Paris, continuing to write and to
review, alongside her studio practice. In 2012 her monograph on William Kentridge was published by Tate.
McCrickard’s work is held in the British Museum, the Royal Scottish Academy, The New York Central Library,
the Metropolitan Museum, the Los Angeles County Art Museum, and in notable private collections.
For further information visit www.artfirst.co.uk to see a more extensive illustrated PDF of recent work.
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